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sees through the spiritual lens of div-

in - i - ty All good - ness and

love, light and har - mo - ny are the

on - ly re - al - i - ty.
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When you spend each moment listening to the Christ-ly voice from above, You'll see man's perfection, "The structure of Truth and Love."

Where Life and Love companion, where Truth shines bright as the sun, Man's being is revealed as reflection, for...
God and man are one. And then you'll know as God knows; you will see as God sees through the spiritual lens of divinity. All bountiful and strength...
Purity are the only

reality.

When you hold in thought perfection, you

move from sense to Soul. You gently emerge from matter, for you're
loved and safe and whole. When your faith in matter is conquered, and

Spirit forms you anew. You'll see all God's creation, pure and

fresh as the morning dew. Then you will know as God

knows; you will see as God sees through the spiritual

lens of divinity
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things of the Spirit, all that's heavenly are the
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only reality.
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